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GNW-algorithm (defined in section 3) d-complete poset (defined
in section 4) linear extension (Theorem 5.1).




1 poset linear extension , G. Brightwell,
P. Winkler [2] , #P- . , acyclic graph
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$\# P$- .
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2poset linear extension
, A. Karzanov-L. Khachiyan $[$6$]$ . $[$6$]$ poset linear
extension .
, linear extension $O(d^{3}\log d)$-time
, D. B. Wilson ($d$ ). ,
R. Bubley-M. Dyer [1], M. Huber [5], , ( , )–
$O(d^{3}\log d)$ -time . [5]
, linear extension .
poset , $O(d^{2})$-time
, , 1 (Theorem
5. 1) ( , counting ).2
:
3 C.Greene-A.Nijenhuis-H.S.Wilf 1979 [4] , Young diagram
acyclic graph ( poset) linear extension random walk
( Markov chain) (GNW-algorithm) .
, B. E. Sagan G-N-W , shifted
Young diagram [14], ( ) .
, G-N-W Sagan
. d-complete poset , .
Remark 1. Young diagram shifted Young diagram ( acyclic graph)
d-complete poset . , [4] [14] .
1 , ( ) ( ) .
2 [5] , counting estimate . counting




Definition 1. $\Gamma=(V;A, 0, i)$ multi-di-graph :
$V$ : a set (an element of $V$ is called a vertex of $\Gamma$ )
$A$ : a set (an element of $A$ is called an arrow of $\Gamma$ )
$0:Aarrow V$ : amap (an arrow $a\in A$ comes out from $o(a)\in V$ )
$i:Aarrow V$ : amap (an arrow $a\in A$ goes into $i(a)\in V$ )
.
Definition 2. $\Gamma$ multi-di-graph




Definition 4. $v\in V(\Gamma)$ ,
$\phi(v)$ :
$\phi(v):=\{a\in A|o(a)=v\}$ .
$\phi(v)$ ( $v$ arrow
) $v$ strict hook .
Definition 3. infinite v-path ,
arrow $(a_{1}, a_{2}, a_{3}, \cdots)$ ,
$v=o(a_{1})$ , and
$i(a_{k})=o(a_{k+1})$ for each $k=1,2,3\cdots$ ,
.
Definition 5. $u\in V(\Gamma)$ ,
$\psi(u)$ :
$\psi(u):=\{a\in A(\Gamma)|i(a)=u\}$ .
$\psi(u)$ ( $u$ arrow
) $u$ strict cohook .
, (DO),(DI),(D2) $s_{:}$
(DO) $\# V(\Gamma)<\infty$ .
(Dl) $v\in V(\Gamma)$ , $\#\phi(v)<\infty$ .
(D2) $v\in V(\Gamma)$ , $\Gamma$ infinite v-path .
Remark 2. (D2) $\Gamma$ cycle . ,
$v,$ $u\in V$ , $v>u$
$\exists n\geq 1,$ $a_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $a_{n}\in As.t$ . $v=o(a_{1}),$ $i(a_{i})=o(a_{i+1})(i=1, \cdots n-1),$ $i(a_{n})=u$ ,
, $V$ . $(V;>)$ $\Gamma$
poset .
3 , $($DO$)$ , , acyclic
graph $($ multi-arrow $)$ .
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\S 3. GNW-algorithm
GNW-algorithm 2 procedure .
, $\# V(\Gamma)\neq 0$ , :
- Procedure CHW$(\Gamma)$
10: Chose an element $v\in V(\Gamma)$ with a probability $\frac{1}{\# V(\Gamma)}$
20: if $\#\emptyset(v)=0$ then goto 60





$v\in V(\Gamma)$ s.t. $\phi(v)=\emptyset$ .
Remark 3.
(DO) , $\frac{1}{\# V(\Gamma)}$ $V(\Gamma)\neq$ .
(Dl) , $\frac{1}{\#\phi(v)}$ $\phi(v)\neq\emptyset$ .
(D2) , $(O(d)- time)$ .
Remark 4. , $\Gamma$ ,
random walk , , .
:
$arrow$ Procedure GNW$(\Gamma)$
10: if $\# V(\Gamma)=0$ then goto 50
20: RUN Procedure CHW$(\Gamma$ $)$ (Procedure CHW$(\Gamma)$ OUTPUT $v$ )





$\mathcal{B}=(v_{1}, \cdots, v_{d})$ .
$Prob_{\Gamma}(\mathcal{B})$ . , $d=\# V(\Gamma)$ .
Remark 5. , ($O(d^{2})$-time) .
Definition 6. $\Gamma$ $\mathcal{B}=(v_{1}, \cdots, v_{d})$ $\Gamma$ linear extension
:
if $v_{p}arrow v_{q}$ , then we have $p>q$ , $(p, q\in\{1, \cdots, d\})$ .
$\Gamma$ linear extension $\mathcal{L}(\Gamma)$ .
:
Proposition 3.1. Procedure $GNW(\Gamma )$ $(v_{1}, \cdots, v_{d})$
$\Gamma$ linear extension .
Procedure GNW$(\Gamma)$ $\mathcal{L}(\Gamma)$ .
, Procedure GNW $(\Gamma)$ $\mathcal{L}(\Gamma)$ $Prob_{\Gamma}()$ .
, $\Gamma$ , .
poset $P=(V;>)(d=\# V)$ $\mathcal{B}=(v_{1}, \cdots, v_{d})$ $P$ linear extension
, “ if $v_{p}>v_{q}$ , thenp $>q\omega,$ $q\in\{1, \cdots, d\})$ “ . $P$ $\Gamma$
poset , $\Gamma$ linear extension $P$ linear extension .
\S 4. d-Complete Poset
“d-complete poset” . ”d-complete poset”
R. A. Proctor [13] poset . ,
GNW-algorithm . , d-complete poset graph
. , graph d-complete poset .
, graph notation .
Definition 7. $x,$ $y\in V$ .
$x$ $y$ :
Definition 8. $v,$ $u\in V$ .
$v$ $u$ :
1. $\phi(x)\cap\psi(y)=\emptyset$ ,
2. $\psi(x)\cap\phi(y)=\emptyset$ , and
3. $x\neq y$ ,
1. $\#(\phi(v)\cap\psi(u))=1$ , and
2. $\#(\psi(v)\cap\phi(u))=0$,
$x|y$ . $varrow u$ .
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Definition 9. multi-di-graph $\Gamma=(V;A, 0, i)$ d-complete poset ,
(DO) $\# V<\infty$ .
(Dl) for each $v\in V$ , we have $\#\phi(v)<\infty$ .
(D2) for each $v\in V$ , there exists no infinite v-paths.
(D3) for each $v,$ $u\in V$ , we have $\#(\phi(v)\cap\psi(u))=0,1$ .
(D4-a) Let $v,$ $x,$ $u\in V$ satisfy $varrow xarrow u$ and $v|u$ .
Then there exists a unique $y\in V$ such that $varrow yarrow u$ and $x|y$ .
(D4-b) Let $x,$ $y,$ $u\in V$ satisfy $xarrow uarrow y$ and $x|y$ .
Then there exists a unique $v\in V$ such that $xarrow varrow y$ and $v|u$ .
(D4-c) Let $v,$ $x,$ $y\in V$ satisfy $xarrow varrow y$ and $x|y$ .
Then there exists a unique $u\in V$ such that $xarrow uarrow y$ and $v|u$ , if it exists.
(D4-d) Let $(v;x_{1}, x_{2}, x_{3})\in V^{4}$ satisfy
1. $x_{i}|x_{j}(i\neq j)$ , and
2. $varrow x_{i}$ or $varrow x_{i}(i=1,2,3)$ .
Then we have
1. $varrow x_{i}(i=1,2,3)$ .
2. for any $i,j=1,2,3(i\neq j)$ , there exists no $u\in V$ such that $x_{i}arrow uarrow x_{j}$ and
$v|u$ .
(D4-e) There exists no quartet $(v_{1}, v_{2}, v_{3}, v_{4})\in V^{4}$ such that
1. $v_{1}|v_{3},$ $v_{2}|v_{4}$ ,
2. $v_{1}arrow v_{2}arrow v_{3}arrow v_{4}$ , and $v_{1}arrow v_{4}$ .
(D4-f) There exists no quartet $(v_{1}, v_{2};u_{1}, u_{2})\in V^{4}$ such that
1- $v_{1}|v_{2},$ $u_{1}|u_{2}$ , and
2. $v_{i}arrow u_{j}$ for $i,j=1,2$ .
.
Remark 6. d-complete poset $\Gamma$ poset , Proctor
“d-complete poset” . , Proctor graph , poset
(poset ) d-complete poset .
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Remark 7. (D3) , simple .
multi-arrow graph , Theorem 5.1 [10].
\S 5
Theorem 5.1 (Okamura [12] Nakada-Okamura [11]). $\Gamma$ d-complete poset
, $\mathcal{B}\in \mathcal{L}(\Gamma)$ , GNW-algorithm $\mathcal{B}$ :
(5.1) Prob$\Gamma(\mathcal{B})=\frac{\prod_{v\in V(\Gamma)}(1+\#\phi(v))}{d!}$
4.
Corollary 5.2. $Prob_{\Gamma}()$ $\mathcal{L}(\Gamma)$ .
Proof. (5.1) linear extension .
Corollary 5.3.
$\#\mathcal{L}(\Gamma)=\frac{d!}{\prod_{v\in V(\Gamma)}(1+\#\phi(v))}$ .
Proof. Corollary 5.2 .
Remark 8. simply-laced Kac-Moody Lie algebra in-
tegral weight , generalized Young diagram ,
root , colored hook formula [8] .
Theorem 5.1 , , generalized Young diagram , colored hook formula
[11]. , generalized Young diagram graph
(5.1) . , :
$\bullet$ generalized Young diagram , graph Definition 9
( , [9] ).
Definition 9 graph generalized Young diagram
graph graph- ( , plain algorithm [7]
).
. .
4Theorem 5.1 , [12].
$[$12$]$ , R. A. Proctor d-complete poset $[$ 13$]$ case-by-case
argument , , .
, $[$11 $]$ , .
7
\S 6.
1(DO),(DI),(D2) , GNW-algorithm linear ex-
tension (Theorem5.1 )
( , d-complete poset ).
2 poset $P$ (1),(2) acyclic multi-di-graph $\Gamma$ .
(1) $\Gamma$ poset $P$ .
(2) GNW-algorithm $\Gamma$ linear extension .
$\bullet$ negative ( $\# P$- ),
, .
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